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Project Summary

Citizen’s competence is of crucial importance for active political participation, 
which is one of the main components of good governance and sustainable 
democracy. Especially in the Eastern part of the Danube region, political 
participation is stagnating. Particularly worrisome are the apathy and lack  
of political interest on the side of younger population. Furthermore, in the last 
years, we witness political developments that result in deterioration  
of democratic standards in many parts of the region. The core element  
of the citizen’s competence is high level of media literacy. It is necessary 
for citizens’ reflection of social reality and their resilience to negative media 
phenomena, like hate speech and fake news.

The main objective of the project is to improve democratic transnational 
governance by developing a transnational media literacy observatory, based  
on cooperation between different relevant stakeholders. In many countries  
of the Danube region the development of competences of media literacy  
and active citizenship are far behind more developed parts of Europe.  
This observatory will serve as a mechanism for increasing media literacy  
and thus strengthening citizens’ competences what will contribute  
to development of sustainable democracy. The main target groups  
are the youth and the people who work with them. For the purpose  
of strengthening it, the observatory will provide tools, available for both  
young people as well as their educators.

The project will establish an observatory for media literacy that will provide 
instruments for scrutinising media contents, training tools and policy 
recommendations for upgrading media literacy in relation with other civic skills. 
Outputs include: capacity building and training tools, web-based interface  
and policy recommendations. The core activities of the project are: mapping 
of practices and dissemination of information, developing learning system, 
designing web training platforms, and pilot testing.
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Dear pupils,

you have just received a handbook that is designed for you and for your work  
with the presentation in the class. You will find information on how to work  
with individual slides, what is their main goal and you will find some tips for  
a better understanding of the topic.

The handbook also includes a list of literature, thanks to which you can acquire  
or expand knowledge that relates mainly to a specific topic of the presentation.

If you see an “i” icon on the slide in the lower left corner, click on it. Under it, 
there is additional information or examples that will help you better understand 
the issue.

Some slides have interactive elements in addition to the „i“ button.
These elements are highlighted. When you click on them, you will learn more 
information (there can for example an audio sample, video or additional 
information). You will also find an audio icon in the presentation. Some slides 
contain sound. If necessary, you can click on the sound icon to mute or reactivate 
the sound in the presentation.

Click on the right arrow for the next slide. If you want to go back
in the presentation, click on the left arrow. To go back to the very
beginning of the presentation, click on the house icon.

For better orientation in the text, individual slides are gradually displayed  
with additional educational material and further expansion of teaching.
The text is interspersed with Definitions, because you come across
some terms for the first time and it is advisable to remember them.
Also pay attention to the Interesting Facts.

Caption to the texts in the handbook:

How to work with 
this Handbook and 
interactive presentation 

INTERESTING FACT DEFINITIONS
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Introduction 
to the lesson
The world has largely moved to an online environment where hate speech  
and fake news, which negatively affect the democratic environment in the EU,  
are easily disseminated. An integral part of active citizenship is participation  
in the political environment.  Political parties and organizations also operate  
in the online environment. 

Online platforms allow all users to create a public profile and use it to 
communicate with other users, spread ideas and express their opinions.
In this lesson, we will explain the role of politicians in everyday life and aim,  
within sustainable democracy, to show, through practical examples, the reasons 
why it is important to take an active interest in politics and in what way.



Political power
In this lesson, we will deal with political issues. Among other things, we will  
be interested in how politicians present themselves and how they are presented  
to the media, what we expect from them and why they are important.

  It is sure you‘ve encountered the concept of power. Read the slide to find out.  
The concept of power is related to politics and political influence. 

What do you think power is? What does it mean when someone has power?
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Who should have the power? Who should be entrusted with it? Is it good  
if only one person makes the decisions, or should more people be involved  
in the government of the people? On what basis should these people be chosen?

What is the difference between a totalitarian and a democratic state in terms  
of power? 
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Think about the advantages and disadvantages of each type of state. Write down 
everything you can imagine and discuss it with your classmates. 

Do you have experience with misrepresentation? Has anything like this ever 
happened to you?

If we do not have verified information directly from a reliable source, we can  
be almost sure that it has already reached us distorted in some way.  
We do not know if and what part is true, or if it consists only of assumptions  
and fabrications. This creates space for so-called gossip (unconfirmed and 
distorted information, for which it is difficult to find the way of distortion  
and therefore the culprit of the consequences).

Interpretation = explanation, explication, presentation  
(of thoughts, text, situation…).

Misinterpretation = information distortion, taking sentences 
out of context.
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Politicians
Every citizen (whether a doctor, worker, manager or carpenter) has the right  
to participate in political life. People have different needs and interests.  
That is why they elect their representatives. 

Politics influences everything that happens in the country, we elect politicians  
who hold different views …

No human in the world can please everyone.

Being a good politician for everyone is impossible. Every citizen has  
different criteria and demands that a politician should meet.

How do you think the ideal politician should behave?

(We do not address visual characteristics, but moral properties  
- attitudes, behaviour, etc.)
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Try looking up campaign promises from the last state or local election.  

Can you find any that you think are undeliverable? 

Think about it. 

Why do politicians include them in their campaigns?
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Different perceptions 
of reality
Task + discussion:
How do you think the ideal politician should behave?
Write down 10 qualities that your ideal politician should have.
(Remember, we do not address visual characteristics, but moral properties  
- attitudes, behaviour, etc.)

Now play the videos  and then answer the questions below the slide  
(record your answers on paper and discuss in class).

Donald Trump
What did we learn from the video? What happened?

Barack Obama
What did we learn from the video?
How is it different from Donald Trump‘s version? Why?
What percentage of Donald Trump meeting participants will learn the same  
as us in the second video?  
And how many of them will believe it?

Who were the speeches for? Who are the listeners of the speeches? 
In this case, the listeners are mostly supporters of the same opinion  
as the speaker.

Find out more about the speakers in the info button.
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At the beginning of the lesson, you tried for yourself how misleading information  
is created. Now you have the opportunity to see that similar situations can happen 
in virtually any environment.

What does “Social bubble” mean?

Social bubble = a group of people who have a similar opinion 
on a certain topic, interests, world view. Like-minded people 
communicate with each other, but they are not in contact 
with people who share the opposite view. They are thus 
established in the idea that their view is the right one, they 
perceive other opinions as bad, inappropriate.

Think about it and search online:
What are the positives and negatives of social bubbles?
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Credibility
The important thing we want politicians to do is tell the truth and  
be clear and legible to their citizens. In short, to be trustworthy.
 
In your country, which politician would you trust the most and why?

In order for a politician to be credible, it is important to check whether  
the politician is telling the truth.

Fact-checking = verification of a statement that aims 
to determine its veracity or untruth. Every internet user 
has the opportunity to do so-called user fact-checking, 
where he searches for and verifies the information he has 
encountered. But it is very time and resource consuming.

But we are also interested in how the politician behaves in public and how  
he expresses his views. Take a look at this slide and an example from the Czech 
Republic in 2021. The president of the republic made inappropriate comments 
about gender identity. What do you think of his statement?

Have you ever heard the term Hate speech? Check out the info button. 
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Internet / reality
Have you ever written something on the internet that you later regretted?  
What was it?

The video is a confrontation of a Facebook message by czech politician Václav 
Klaus Jr., who wrote that his political opponent Miroslav Kalousek is drunk  
in the Chamber of Deputies. It‘s easy to see in the video that writing something  
on social networks is easy, but telling it to someone‘s eyes is much harder.

While watching the video,  focus on the role of all 3 people, evaluate their feelings 
and professionalism.
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People often feel very powerful on social networks and they can write things that 
they would not be able to tell or do to anyone in the real world. Yet even here,  
in the virtual world, such behaviour is punishable. We are also criminally liable  
on social networks. It is up to each individual whether to insult someone,  
deliberately lie, spread disinformation, etc.

What kind of political TV shows and discussions  
do you know and what channels do they air on?
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For example, politicians may have parliamentary immunity, which makes their 
possible prosecution more difficult.

Immunity of legislators = rules under which it is not/possible 
to prosecute a member of the Parliament of the Czech 
Republic. Immunity is often used for the freedom of speech 
of legislators.

Behavior in public spaces
In order for political parties to be successful, they need a so-called  
election program.

They say: don‘t set small goals. But is it always true?

What is an election program? 
Political parties or individuals want to attract people with the election program 
thus securing their election. The election program is there for a set of promises,  
which should be fulfilled after the election. 

Devising an election program is one thing, fulfilling those promises is another.
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Abuse of power
Resisting the pressures of the environment can be challenging for any of us.  
We usually do not find problems of an ordinary citizen in the media.  
However, there are people who are very interesting to the public.

On the slide you see an article from a Czech online daily. It is about a prominent 
politician who abused his power and was caught in action. 
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INTERESTING FACT

Discussion topic

In 2020 there was a presidential election in USA. The two 
main candidates where Joe Biden and Donald Trump. When 
election results were in, and Joe Biden was pronounced the 
winner of the election, Donald Trump refused to concede  
the election.

Donald‘s post-election speech was interrupted on many 
television stations. A frequent explanation from television 
stations was that Trump was telling false information.

In such a case, do you think the media should be able  
to interrupt the transmission, put it in perspective
and point out possible irregularities, or should they  
not interfere in the speeches at all?

The info button explains who the politician in question is and what  
he was punished for. 
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Active citizenship

Who all can influence how I/we will live? How to protect the village/city/state  
from the unwanted influences of politics?
- record your answers on paper, discuss with your classmates 

and try to find different ways together.

Instead of taking an interest in their city and municipal politics, they spend  
their time in a virtual environment. 

Remember, if we have poor quality political representatives at the local or national 
level, it is our fault because we elected them. The people have the government  
they deserve. If you go to vote, you can help decide whether you live in a beautiful 
or an ugly city. You can participate in political decisions just by participating  
in a democratic society.

The worst thing you can do is not vote and not care about what is happening 
around you.

Politics is implemented at different levels (= multi-level governance).
 
Each issue is dealt with at a different level, depending on the competences  
of the institution.

For example: a small municipality decides to build a road in its municipality,  
not the EU institutions, which decide about international laws, policies  
or development.

Even though our social life is moving at a rapid pace from physical to digital,  
that does not mean we should not look at what‘s going on in real life.
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Political participation
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On the slide you can see how easily things can be changed. If you go to the  
polls, you can help decide whether you live in a beautiful city or an ugly city.  
You can participate in political decisions just by participating in  
a democratic society. 

The worst thing you can do is not to vote and not to care about what is happening 
around you.

 Is it worth being politically active at a time when I am not yet eligible to vote? 
How to be active in this area? 
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What can you do?
It is difficult for an individual to achieve big changes, but he or she can actively 
participate as an important part of the group.
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The End
Conclusion

In this lesson, you learned about politics and especially about politicians.  
You have written down for yourself personality traits of an ideal politician  
(what they should/should not be).

Did any samples in the presentation confirm what you wrote?
Would you change your list now? What is missing and what abides on your list?
Why?

You have seen in specific examples that this topic and profession is not easy  
at all, and that personality traits are no less important than work commitment  
or a general overview.

What else did you learn? That you have to take an interest in politics,  
not be ashamed to talk about it with your parents or your classmates. It doesn‘t 
matter if you have different opinions, after all, you already know that people  
have different needs and therefore vote for different political representatives. 

And since you have needs too, politics also concerns you right now and especially 
in your future. But you are already influencing it today.
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